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Abstract 
 

In this paper, we define graph Γ which associates with mixed monoid presentation.  
The graph method is used to investigate the Cockcroft property of some mixed 
monoid presentations which are not aspherical. 
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1. Introduction 

 
Let P , ; ,  be mixed monoid presentation, where  and  are sets.  Set  
consists of non-empty, cyclically reduced words on , and set  refers to all non-
empty, reduced and distinct pairs of non-trivial -positive words on .  Each 

 ( :  is written in the form of 
 

… …     , ,  
 
Generally, a picture over P  has a disc  with two distinct basepoints.  Interior of 
disc  contains s-disc and -discs. Arcs inside disc  are labelled by elements 
of  and elements of .  Pictures over P are as described in  [1,4,5,6].  However, 
we prefer to use the definition of picture describe in [3], which allow the 
stratification of monoid pictures. Any picture over P such that words  and  are 
the labels of the top and the bottom and contact of the picture is denoted as 

, -picture.  All atomic mixed monoid pictures over P are pictures which 
correspond to paths of length 1, and it is written as , , , , where            

,  ,  and 1.   
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     We define a graph Γ Γ(P) associated with P , ; , , where the vertex 
set has all words on , and the edge set consists of all atomic mixed monoid 
pictures.  The initial, terminal and inversion functions for an edge  are defined by 

,  and  , , , .   Suppose , , 
then for any vertex  of Γ, . .  and . . , , , . A 
path in Γ is called mixed monoid picture over P.  Any closed path in Γ defines 
spherical mixed monoid picture over P. The asphericity of mixed monoid 
presentation defines that there exists any reduced spherical picture over P and 
implies that Γ(P) does not contain reduced closed path.  This definition is based 
on the definition of asphericity given by Pride [5]. 
     According to Cevik [2], any monoid picture P over P and for any , 

(P) denotes the exponent sum of  in P which is the number of positive discs 
labeled by , minus the number of negative discs labeled by .  Then P  is said 
to be -cockcroft if (P)  0 (mod ), where congruence (mod 0) is taken to 
be equality) for all .  According to Pride [5], asphericity of group 
presentation will also imply cockcroft ( -cockcroft) properties of the presentation. 
In this paper, we will investigate the cockcroft properties of mixed monoid 
presentation which is not aspherical. 
 
 
2. Main results 
 
Definition 1 :  Let P , ; ,  be mixed monoid presentation and P is picture 
over P. Then P  is said to be cockcroft ( -cockcroft) if (P)  0 (mod ), for 
all  and all picture P over P 
 
Definition 2 :  Let P , ; ,  be  mixed monoid presentation and Γ is a graph 
associated to P. Then  P  is said to be cockcroft ( -cockcroft) if (P)  0 
(mod ) of closed paths in Γ, for all  and all picture P over P. 
 
Theorem 1: Suppose P , ; ,  be mixed monoid presentation, 
where ,  and , , .  Let  be words on  written in the form 
of   …   ( 0,1  ). Then P  is cockcroft                 
( -cockcroft), for all . 
 
Lemma 1 : Let P , ; ,  be mixed monoid presentation, 

,  and , ,  .  Any picture P with label  or  , then 
(P) =  

 
Lemma 2 : Let P , ; ,  be mixed monoid presentation. Any 
picture with label ,    or  ,  2,  then              

 (P)  0 (mod ). 
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Theorem 2 : Suppose P , ; ,  be mixed monoid presentation, 
where ,  and , , .  Let  be words on  written in the form 
of   …   ( 0,1  ). Then P  is cockcroft                 
( -cockcroft), for all . 
 
Lemma 3 : Let P , ; ,  be mixed monoid presentation, 

,  and , ,  .  Any picture with label  or  ,   then  
(P) = . 

 
Lemma 4 : Let P , ; ,  be mixed monoid presentation. Any 
picture with label ,   or  where 2,         
then  (P)  0 (mod ). 
 
3. The proof of theorems 
 
3.1  Proof of theorem 1: 
 
The proof of theorem1 will be the combination of lemma 1 dan lemma 2.  The 
value of (P) is depending on the orientation of -discs in the spherical picture 
P over P.  Each spherical picture P over P is associated with a closed path graph, 
and the labels of atomic pictures are corresponded to the labels of vertices. When 
we move from one vertex, this will change the label of the vertex of the graph.  If 
the label of a vertex contains a subword   , and it is replaced by  
to get the label of the next vertex when we move in the counterclockwise 
(anticlockwise) direction, this will contribute  (P) = 1 (  (P) = 1). 
Figure 1 shows how to associate the atomic pictures (Figure 1(a)) of mixed 
monoid presentation  P , ; ,  to a graph Γ (Figure 1(b)). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(a)          (b) 
Figure 1 
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     Suppose P , ; ,  be mixed monoid presentation, ,  
and , ,   . Since 1, we will have  vertices in the graph Γ (refer to 
Figure 2). Obviously, from the closed path of graph Γ,  (P) =   for the 
word  or  . This has proved the lemma 1.  
 
                  W = t a     W = a t a 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2 
   
     Suppose P , ; ,  be mixed monoid presentation. Any 
picture with label ,   or  , for 2 
we can separate it into several subgraphs with the labels  (see Figure 3).  
 
 
 

 
             
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3 
 

Each subgraph represents subword ta with -vertices and (P’) = .  (P’ is a 
subpicture of P).  Therefore, we have (P) = 0,  (2 ).  Hence,    
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(P)  0 (mod ). Thus, we have proved Lemma 2.  By combining the result 
of lemma 1 and lemma 2, we complete the proof of theorem 1.   

   
3.2  Proof of Theorem 2: 
 
Theorem 2 involves the combination of lemma 3 and lemma 4.  Both lemmas can 
be proved exactly by following the proof the lemma 1 and lemma 2.  Every 
spherical picture represents a word in the form of  …   
( 0,1  ) consists of several subgraphs. Figure 4 shows the basis subgraph for 
pictures over     P , ; , .   

 
       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Figure 4 
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